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Abstract: Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) are anaerobic bacteria that form biofilm and induce corro-
sion on various material surfaces. The quorum sensing (QS) system that employs acyl homoserine
lactone (AHL)-type QS molecules primarily govern biofilm formation. Studies on SRB have reported
the presence of AHL, but no AHL synthase have been annotated in SRB so far. In this computa-
tional study, we used a combination of data mining, multiple sequence alignment (MSA), homology
modeling and docking to decode a putative AHL synthase in the model SRB, Desulfovibrio vulgaris
Hildenborough (DvH). Through data mining, we shortlisted 111 AHL synthase genes. Conserved
domain analysis of 111 AHL synthase genes generated a consensus sequence. Subsequent MSA of the
consensus sequence with DvH genome indicated that DVU_2486 (previously uncharacterized protein
from acetyltransferase family) is the gene encoding for AHL synthase. Homology modeling revealed
the existence of seven α-helices and six β sheets in the DvH AHL synthase. The amalgamated study
of hydrophobicity, binding energy, and tunnels and cavities revealed that Leu99, Trp104, Arg139,
Trp97, and Tyr36 are the crucial amino acids that govern the catalytic center of this putative synthase.
Identifying AHL synthase in DvH would provide more comprehensive knowledge on QS mechanism
and help design strategies to control biofilm formation.

Keywords: acyl homoserine lactone; biofilm; docking; homology modeling; multiple sequence
alignment; quorum sensing; sulfate-reducing bacteria

1. Introduction

Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) are anaerobic microbes that oxidize an array of organic
compounds (lactate, pyruvate, and malate) and hydrogen to reduce sulfate and generate
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) [1]. H2S may then react with iron alloys to produce various
iron sulfides e.g., pyrite (FeS2) [2]. The formation of pyrite leads to galvanic coupling
between pyrite particles and metal surfaces that leads to localized corrosion [3]. This
form of corrosion by H2S and pyrite is called chemical microbe-induced corrosion (CMIC).
However, certain members of SRB induce corrosion by direct uptake electrons from the
metal surface using pili, nanowires, and outer membrane redox-active proteins (also known
as electrical microbial induced corrosion (EMIC)) [4].

The occurrence of a biofilm matrix can accelerate both CMIC and EMIC. Biofilm
creates an anoxic ecological niche in which SRB grows, resulting in localized corrosion
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and formation of pits [5]. The quorum sensing (QS) machinery in SRB governs biofilm
formation. QS is a cell-to-cell communication system widely used by both gram-positive
and gram-negative bacteria to regulate gene expression in response to a wide range of
environmental stresses (e.g., osmotic, thermal, heavy metal stress) [6]. QS is a population
density-dependent mechanism that is activated only when the QS signaling molecules
accumulate to a certain level in response to an external stress [7]. QS regulatory networks
are very complex and comprise several genes whose products affect biofilm formation. QS
signal molecules belong to a wide range of chemical classes, including acyl homoserine lac-
tones (AHLs), boron-furan-derived signal molecules (auto-inducer 2 (AI2)), cis-unsaturated
fatty acids (DSF family signals), and small peptides [8,9].

Most of the gram-negative SRB have been reported to secrete several AHL QS
molecules [10–12]. Decho and Visscher found different carbon chain AHL molecules
(C4 to C14) in microbial mats with a high abundance of SRB [13]. Literature also reported
the presence of several AHL molecules (C6-AHL, oxo-C6-AHL, C8-AHL, C10-AHL, and
C12-AHL) by SRB isolate Desulfovibrio strain H2.3jLac [14]. These observations clearly
indicate the presence of molecular machinery for the synthesis of AHLs in a diverse group
of SRB. AHL molecules comprise of an acyl group and a homoserine lactone ring. The acyl
group is transferred by the acyl carrier protein (acpP) to the α-amino group in S-adenosyl-
L-methionine (SAM) [15].

AHLs may be saturated or unsaturated and primarily vary with respect to length of
C-atoms (C4 to C18). The acyl group can be a straight chain or altered at the C-3 location
by a double bond, an oxo group, or a hydroxyl group. The homoserine lactone ring is
N-acylated at the C-1 position, with a fatty acyl group ranging from 4 to 18 carbons [14].
These AHL molecules are secreted out of the cell either by passive diffusion or by a
combination of diffusion and active efflux [16]. At a threshold level that depends on the
bacterial population, AHL molecules interact with specific transcription factors such as
LuxR or LuxR-homologs. The transcription factor-AHL complex binds to specific promoter
sequences in the genome to regulate gene expression, resulting in various phenotypic traits
e.g., biofilm formation [17].

Our group recently identified various homologs of QS genes in different SRB [18].
Genome mining of SRB genomes revealed the presence of various QS proteins homologous
to LuxR, LuxP, LuxQ, and LuxO in different Desulfovibrio spp. These QS proteins are
transcriptional regulator proteins that alter gene expression in the presence of AHL QS
molecules. The genome of Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough (DvH) contains the genes
that encode for the homologs of proteins LuxR and LuxO [18]. LuxO is a two-component
response regulator that acts as a coordinated switch and regulates biofilm formation [19].
LuxO is activated at low cell density and, together with sigma factor (σ54), induces the
transcription of small regulatory RNAs (sRNAs) [20]. These sRNAs act together with the
RNA chaperone (HFq) to destabilize and degrade mRNA of another QS protein, LuxR, that
regulates QS phenotype, such as biofilm formation [21,22]. However, at high cell density,
QS molecules such as AHL reach higher concentrations that results in dephosphoryla-
tion and inactivation of LuxO. Activator protein LuxR, an AHL signal molecule receptor
transcription factor, activates and induces the expression of genes responsible for various
phenotypic traits, including biofilm formation [22,23]. A figurative depiction QS system
involving AHL molecules is shown in Figure 1.

As DvH contains AHL receptor transcription factors such as LuxR and QS AHL
molecules, we hypothesize the presence of AHL synthase gene in it. To the best of our
knowledge, no study has reported the presence of a specific AHL synthase in DvH. A
combination of data mining, MSA, and mechanistic and structural studies were used to
identify DvH AHL synthase and provide insights into its substrate specificity. Identification
of AHL synthase in DvH could provide a better understanding of QS mechanism and
establish a molecular framework to establish QS inhibition strategies that prevent AHL
signal synthesis and thereby avert biofilm formation. The prevention of QS signal and
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thereby biofilm formation is critical for developing therapeutic strategies against infectious
microorganisms, and for the prevention of metal corrosion by SRB.
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Figure 1. Mechanism of QS system in gram-negative bacteria involving AHL molecules.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Data Mining and Prediction of AHL Synthase Using Multiple Sequence Alignment

The complete collection of AHL synthase genes and corresponding protein sequences
were sourced from UniProtKB. After filtering based on molecular function (N-acyl homoser-
ine lactone synthase activity) and biological process (quorum sensing), 111 AHL genes were
selected for further processing. The AHL synthase gene frequency (number of organisms
sharing a particular AHL synthase gene) is shown in Figure 2. The figure shows only those
genes which were present in more than five organisms. The RAST genome annotation re-
sulted in 974 uncharacterized proteins in genome of the DvH. Multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) was performed between the annotated genome and the 111 AHL synthase proteins
to develop a similarity matrix using the DECIPHER Package in R programming language.
All the uncharacterized proteins were filtered based on protein sequence length (170 aa
to 225 aa) and similarity (%) (>20%) [24], which provided 61 uncharacterized proteins
(includes the domain-containing proteins). These shortlisted protein sequences were then
subjected to MSA with the consensus sequence-derived ORF. Finally, we narrowed down
on the most probable AHL synthase in DvH that has the synthase/transferase motif as
in 111 AHL synthase gene. The gene ID for this probable AHL synthase protein in DvH
was DVU_2486 (UniProt Id–Q728W6). To validate the function and to understand the
arrangement of active site and substrate specificity, we modeled the structure of the DvH
AHL synthase using molecular docking, as discussed below.
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Figure 2. Number of organisms sharing an AHL synthase gene. The X-axis denotes the frequency
of organisms in a particular AHL gene, and the Y-axis denotes the gene names for the AHL syn-
thase present in those organisms. A brief description of the genes listed in Y-axis are provided in
Table S1 [25–50].

2.2. Modeling of AHL Synthase of Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough

The identity, query coverage, and E-value of modelled AHL synthase structure with
the PDB ID #6EDV were 50%, 96%, and 1.2 × 10−51, respectively. Thus, #6EDV was used as
the template AHL synthase. Modeling of the AHL synthase structure from DvH resulted
in 20 different models with different DOPE scores, but the same GA341 score (=1.0000).
Amongst all AHL synthase models, the structure with the minimal DOPE (−20941.3925)
and GA341 score of 1.0000 was taken as the best model. The energy-minimized structure
and dope score per residue of AHL synthase are shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively. The
DOPE score per residue was plotted against the amino acid position for both the template
structure (#6EDV) and the protein model generated using Modeler. The DOPE score per
residue demonstrates the geometrical stability of a specific region within the secondary
structure of protein. The minimum DOPE score per residue of the modeled structure as
compared to the template structure indicates more stability in the secondary structure.

The Ramachandran plot for AHL synthase modeling is shown in the supplementary
information (Figure S1). Stereochemical analysis depicted that the percentage of residues
for AHL synthase in the favorable region of the modeled structure was 97.21%, and
Ramachandran outliers were 0% (Table S2). Other stereochemical characteristics for AHL
synthase can also be found in Table S2. The RMSD between the AHL synthase and the
template (#6EDV) was 0.214 Å. High percentages of residues in the favorable region and
less RMSD values indicate an excellent geometry of the modeled protein structure. The
sequence alignment and superimposition between the modeled AHL synthase and the
template structures are shown in Figure S2.

The model confidence of the AlphaFold (Identifier: AF-Q728W6-F1, position 1–181)
of DVU_2486 was found to be >90 pLDDT (per-residue confident score). We compared
structures of our modelled AHL synthase and predicted AlphaFold with the aid of two
parameters: (1) DOPE score per residue and (2) RMSD (root mean square deviation). The
DOPE scores per residue of 181 amino acid residues from both the AlphaFold and the
modeler-based structures were statistically analyzed based on the null hypothesis principle
using the t-test in Microsoft Excel 365 (shown in Table S3) [51]. The mean DOPE scores
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per residue of the AlphaFold and the Modeler structure in the t-test were −0.04155 and
−0.04092, respectively, and the variances were 2.13 × 10−5 and 2.11 × 10−5, respectively.
In the paired unequal variance t-test, the p-value for two-tailed t-test (0.195) is much higher
than the value of alpha chosen (0.05); therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
No significant differences between the DOPE per residue score of the two models were
observed. Furthermore, the RMSD between the predictive AlphaFold- and modeler-based
models was 0.746 Å, and the superimposition is shown in Figure S3. The superimposition
suggests that the folding of α-helices and the turns for the β sheets have no significant
difference. The overall modeler-based structure coincides with the predictive structure
from AlphaFold.
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2.3. Analysis of Modelled AHL Synthase Structure with Others Present in Protein Data Bank

Our results showed the presence of 111 different genes (e.g., lasI, traI, expI, ainS, esaI
etc., Figure 2) coding for different AHL synthases in 5907 different bacteria. Two AHL
synthases (EsaI and LasI) were chosen as base models to compare the structural similarity
with the modeled DvH AHL synthase.

EsaI was the fifth most common AHL synthase, shared amongst 35 different bacterial
genera (Figure 2). EsaI produces AHL molecules with intermediate length (3-oxo-C6-HSL)
and, to a lesser extent, also produces 3-oxo-C8-HSL and 3-oxo-C12-HSL. The EsaI structure
(PDB ID #1KZF) of Pantoea stewartii was determined by Watson and Minogue using X-ray
diffraction at a resolution of 1.80 Å [46]. The refined EsaI structure consists of a mixed α-β
fold consisting of a cleft and two well-defined cavities for catalysis [46]. The V-shaped
active site is shaped by eight-stranded β sheet surrounded by nine α-helices. The N-
terminus consists of hydrophobic or charged conserved residues and has the least sequence
variability. The substrate (acyl carrier protein, acpP) carrying the acyl group interacts with
this hydrophobic region in EsaI [28,52]. The T140 residue in the active site catalyzes the
production of AHL molecules with -oxo or -OH group; however, the replacement of T140
by either glycine or alanine in AHL synthases such as RhlI, CerI, AsaI, and SwrI produces
AHL without -oxo or -OH group. Other AHL synthases (LuxS, AinS, VanM) in different
gram-negative bacteria share sequence homology with the conserved block 3 region in
EsaI [28,52].

LasI was the most common AHL synthase, shared between 120 different bacterial
genera (Figure 2). LasI synthesizes AHL molecules with longer chain (3-oxo-C12-HSL)
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than those produced by other AHL synthases [53]. LasI structure (PDB ID #1RO5) of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa has been determined by Gould and Schweizer using X-ray diffrac-
tion at a resolution of 2.3 Å [54]. The overall structure of LasI consists of an alternate
(αβα) sandwich containing eight α-helices surrounded by nine β-strands. The active site
is a V-shaped cleft (V-cleft) between two parallel β-strands (β4 and β5) [54]. There is also
the presence of β-bulge in the β4 beta-strands. This β-bulge was observed in EsaI AHL
synthase, and it is conserved amongst all members of AHL synthase family [46,54]. The
N-terminal half of LasI adjacent to V-cleft consists of a large electrostatic cluster of highly
conserved residues in the AHL-synthase family. Additionally, water molecule bound to
Glu101 residue in LasI is also conserved in other AHL-synthases and is involved in the cat-
alytic mechanism of the AHL-synthases. Another important feature of all AHL synthases is
the acyl chain binding site in the active center of the enzyme. The acyl-chain binding site in
LasI is a hydrophobic tunnel that is specific to the C12 acyl group. Specific residues, such as
Met79, Phe105, Thr142 and Thr144, are conserved among other AHL-synthases, and appear
to position the acyl-chain in the proper orientation for subsequent catalysis. The different
size of the hydrophobic side chains in the acyl chain binding tunnel pocket determines the
length of the acyl chain (C4-C18) it can accommodate. This information from both EsaI
and LasI is vital in the prediction of AHL synthases in different gram-negative bacteria,
including DvH.

The four PDB structures, PDB#1RO5, PDB#2P2F, PDB#6WNS, and PDB#1KZF, were
superimposed with the modeled structure using PYMOL align command to compare the
structural properties between the different AHL synthases responsible for the synthesis
of different types of AHL molecules. Root mean square deviation (RMSD, Å) between
the molecules showed a significant deviation at the central carbon atoms of the beta turns
between the AHL synthases downloaded from PDB and the modeled AHL synthase
(model:1RO5 = 2.037; model:3P2F = 1.270; model:6WNS =1.381; model:1KZF= 1.78). The
superimposition between the modeled AHL synthase and the selected AHL synthases are
shown in Figure S4. The properties of the modeled AHL synthase in terms of α-helices
and β sheets arrangement were compared to the above structures and are represented
in the form of presence-absence matrix in Table 1. The modeled AHL synthase structure
consists of seven right-handed α-helices and six β sheets (three pairs of anti-parallel β
sheets, Figure 3). In contrast to the PDB structures of AHL synthases, two smaller helices
(α3 and α4) were observed at the N- and C-terminus of the protein (Figure 3); however,
no significant role was noticed during interactions or folding. The D-loop was observed
near the catalytic center, the charged amino acid of which contributes to the passaging of
substrates through the tunnels.

Table 1. The presence-absence matrix of the α-helices and β sheets compared between the modeled
AHL and the known AHL synthases.

Fold Type Modeled
AHL

IRO5
(LasI) 2P2F 6WNS IKZF

(EsaI)

α1 RH X X X X X
α2 RH X X X X X
α3 RH X X X X X
α4 RH X X X X X
α5 RH X X X X X
α6 RH X X X X X
α7 RH X X X X X

β1 AP(β2) X X X X X
β2 AP(β1) X X X X X
β3 AP(β4) X X X X X
β4 AP(β3) X X X X X
β5 AP(β6) X X X X X
β6 AP(β5) X X X X X

RH: Right-handed helix; AP: Anti-parallel.
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When the modeled AHL synthase was compared with the PDB# 1RO5, it was observed
that, in the PDB structure of the latter, α2, α3, and α4 were missing (Table 1). In the
modeled AHL synthase, α2 comprises of 18 amino acid residues (Arg43-Gln60) but did
not participate in the interactions. The small helices of four and three amino acids in α3
(Pro31-Met34) and α4 (Arg101-Tyr103), respectively, were observed only in PDB# 6WNS,
but α3 is also present in PDB# 1KZF. α7 (His176-Arg181), which comprises of six residues,
is missing only in PDB# 2P2F and PDB# 6WNS (Table 1); however, none of these residues
were observed to have interactions with any poses of the AHL substrates. The modeled
AHL synthase contained six β sheets, but IKZF did not have β2 and β4 sheets (Table 1).

2.4. Interaction between AHL Synthase and ACP Bound Fatty Acyl Chain

AHL synthase catalyzes the transfer of fatty acyl group attached to ACP to S-adenosyl-
L-methionine (SAM) [54]. In this reaction, AHL synthases utilizes SAM as amino donor
and acylated ACP as the acyl chain donor [55]. AHL synthases then undergoes acylation
and lactonization to generate specific AHL molecules of varying carbon chain length. The
internal lactonization of SAM involves specific conformational changes in AHL synthase.
However, SAM is a conserved substrate for all AHL synthases, and synthesis of AHL
molecules is solely determined by the carbon chain length of acyl group in acylated-
ACP [32,46]. Site-specific mutational studies have identified certain amino acid residues in
the active site of AHL synthases that play a crucial role in the catalytic reactions that result
in the formation of AHL molecules of different carbon chain length [56].

One important parameter that impacts synthesis of different carbon chain AHL
molecules is the acyl chain length tolerance of different types of AHL synthases [57].
For example, in the study by Dong and Frane [57], catalytic efficiency of BjaI AHL synthase
was remarkably reduced with increasing acyl chain length, and no synthase activity could
be detected using acyl chains of length C8 or longer. In contrast, AHL synthases, such as
LasI and TofI, can synthesize longer chain AHL molecules, such as 3-oxo-C12-HSL and
C8-HSL [54,58]. Comparative structural analysis of acyl chain-binding cavity shows that
many amino acid residues that line the hydrophobic cavity share largely conserved or are
substituted with similar residues in all AHL synthases [57]. For example, in case of BjaI,
amino acid residues, such as Tyr104 (Phe in LasI, EsaI and TofI), Met139 (Thr in LasI, and
TofI, and Val in EsaI), and Trp143 (Met in EsaI and TofI, Val in LasI), are present in the
hydrophobic binding cavity. The hydrophobic residues actively involved in the binding of
acyl chain in DvH were Leu99, Trp104, Arg139, Trp97, and Tyr36. However, the specificity
towards acyl chain length is determined by the highly divergent residues at the top of
the active site pocket (also known as tunnel). These divergent residues result in tunnels
that vary considerably in volume. For instance, Trp101/Phe147 pair that encapsulates the
tunnel pocket in BjaI results in a binding cavity that only accommodates C8 acyl chain
substrate. On the contrary, Leu102/Met152 at the tunnel pocket in LasI can accommodate
C12 acyl chain substrate. The residues in the tunnel cavity of DvH AHL synthase identified
in this study consist of Phe37, Trp97, Phe132, Ser140, His169, Tyr36, Ala134, Leu166, and
Pro165 and showed the hydrophobicity and polarity of the lining sidechains as −0.16
and 8.84, respectively. The layer-weighted analysis of the physiochemical properties of
lining sidechains showed the hydropathy, hydrophobicity, and polarity as 0.45, −0.03, and
7.29, respectively.

The interaction of AHL synthase with different carbon length (C4–C18) was analyzed
in this study by performing docking between the modeled AHL synthase structure and the
individual acyl chain substrates with different carbon chain length. The binding energies of
interaction were determined by virtual screening technique using PyRx v0.8. The binding
energy between the predicted AHL synthase and different acyl chain ligands obtained from
literature is shown in Figure 4a. The highest (most negative) binding energy amongst all the
substrates was observed in C4-acyl chain when docked with AHL synthase (−7.2 kcal/mol).
The binding energy for C6 acyl chain was −7 kcal/mol and binding energies for C8, C10,
and C12 acyl chain was −7.1 kcal/mol. Interestingly, acyl chains modified with -Oxo or
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-OH group had low binding energies (Figure 4a), implying the inability of AHL synthase
to effectively bind these modified acyl chains. The inability of AHL synthase to bind
modified acyl could also be due to the fact that the pocket sites (PS) (binding sites) for
the molecules with different physical dimensions are different, and the binding site cavity
tunnel’s diameter is unable to accommodate modified acyl chains. The binding sites of
acyl chain substrates are marked as PS, as depicted in Figure 4b. Pocket site 1 (PS1) shows
the interaction of acyl chain substrates (C4, C6, C8, C10, C12), wherein the substrates are
graved within the V-shaped active site cavity formed between two anti-parallel β sheets
(β3 and β4). The formation of a characteristic β-bulge in the β4 beta-strand was also
observed in EsaI AHL synthase, and it is conserved amongst all members of AHL synthase
family [46,54]. Leu99, Trp104, Arg139 Trp97, and Tyr36 were the interacting residues at the
PS1 and are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a–e shows the interactions between the modeled
AHL synthase and the substrates (C4 to C12). The details of each interaction between the
modeled AHL and the AHL precursor substrates are listed in Table S4.
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We observed that Leu99, Trp104, and Arg139 are the interacting residues that are
present consistently during the docking of modeled AHL synthase and the unsubstituted
AHL precursor substrates (C4-AHL to C12-AHL). Leu99 was found to interact with the
C4-AHL precursor with an alkyl hydrophobic bond with length 4.08 Å. However, in the
rest of the precursors (C6-AHL to C12-AHL), polar H-N group from the Leu99 (as H-donor)
formed a conventional hydrogen bond of average distance 2.9 Å with the nucleophilic
center (double bonded oxygen in the fatty acid chain) of the substrates (as H-acceptor).
The Pi-orbitals of Trp104 formed hydrophobic Pi-alkyl bonds (average length 4.8 Å with
the substrates due to inductive effect from the carboxylic acid) on the carbons at the
hydrophilic polar head of fatty acid chain. The Arg139 formed a conventional hydrogen
bond (average length of 2.6 Å) with hydrogen as the donor from the protein side chain
and oxygen as the acceptor from the non-polar hydrophobic tail of the acyl substrates. In
case of C6-AHL precursor, Arg139 was observed to form an alkyl bond of 5.09 Å with
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the substrate. Interestingly, an additional Pi-alkyl bond (5.31 Å) was present between the
C6-AHL precursor and the Tyr36. Another case of alkyl bond (3.68 Å) formation was
observed during the molecular docking analysis of C4-AHL precursor. More remarkably,
in the case of C12-AHL precursor (shown in Figure 5e), the Pi-orbitals of Trp97 formed
four additional Pi-alkyl bonds each of length: 4.21, 3.83, 5.27.and 4.18 Å, respectively.
Furthermore, these results can be explained using the hydrophobicity analyses of the
pockets, as discussed below.
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We found that the β4 (Thr93-Leu99), which consists of Leu99, one of the crucial
interacting residues, is present in PDB# 1RO5 and 2P2F but not in 6WNS and 1KZF
(Table 1). In addition, the interacting residue Trp97, which is only present during the
binding of C8-AHL precursor, also lies on the β4. Trp104 was observed within the D-loop
of the modeled AHL synthase that connects the α6 with α3, which was observed during
the superimposition but, as mentioned, α3 was absent in PDB# 1RO5 and 2P2F. Arg139,
which falls within the α1 (Thr138-Leu147), is conserved in all the compared AHL synthases
in our study. Besides, Tyr36, which was observed to be one of the interacting residues only
in C6-AHL precursor, is present within the loop that connects α2 and α4, and is notably
present in all the AHL synthases, despite of the absence of α2 and α4 in a few synthases.
Therefore, the D-loop, α-helices and β-sheets that comprise the interacting amino acid
residues from the-modeled AHL synthase are also found in the existing AHL synthases.

The three hydrophobic pockets and tunnels picturized using the hydrophobic sur-
face display in Chimera v1.14 are shown in Figure 6a. The 5-Residue Moving Average
Hydrophobicity, analyzed using Discovery Studio v20, is shown in Figure 6d. The hy-
drophobicity index, determined using the Kyle and Doolittle algorithm, showed positive
numbers for hydrophobic residues that govern the active sites. Hydrophobicity analysis
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showed the possibility of three cavities and seven tunnels in the putative AHL synthase
with a minimum bottleneck radius set to 1.25 Å, as shown in Figure 6b. The longest
tunnels among these three cavities were found in the cavity of PS1, with each of lengths
15.36, 15.50, and 16.57 Å, and average volume of 2811 Å3, while the average length and
volume of the cavities from PS2 and PS3 are 7.50 Å3 and 402 Å3, respectively. Figure 6c
shows the variation of free radius and actual radius of the tunnel (with length 15.36 Å)
with the distance from the cavity pore. This tunnel is responsible for the diffusion of
substrates into the cavity pore, as suggested from the values of actual radius, which are
large enough for the penetration of larger fatty acid chains. The different volumetric values
of the cavities suggest that α1 and α2-helices, and β3 and β4 sheets are equally important
for the diffusional travel of molecules through the membrane and regulate the penetration
of molecules to the active site.
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The comparative binding energy values between acyl chains suggested that the higher
the depth of the cavity and the greater the length of the tunnel, the more the binding
energy. The tunnel distance to radius variations for PS2 and PS3 are shown in Figure S5a,b,
respectively. The tunnel pore radius for PS2 and PS3 are 1.4, and 1.5 Å, respectively, and are
not enough for the diffusional penetration of the substrates. Additionally, in the docking
studies, it was observed that only a few (<3) substrates can be allowed within the PS1 and
PS2 but with different orientation, and higher structural variations. Thus, in conclusion,
PS1 is highly specific to the geometry of the substrate, and there is presence of only one
active site within the modeled AHL synthase.

The interaction study between the modeled AHL synthase and acyl chain substrates
revealed the presence of hydrophobic nonpolar and charged amino acids that interacted
at the active site. When acyl chains were docked with the modeled AHL synthase, the
interacting residues in the PS1 were Leu99, Trp104, Arg139, Trp97, and Tyr36. According
to the hydrophobicity index of the amino acid residues surrounding the pocket sites, the
residues are nonpolar and hydrophobic, which contributed to the non-electrostatic bonds
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between the residues and the substrates. The electrostatic and non-electrostatic bonds
together formed an intact enzyme-substrate complex. The binding energies between the
substrates and pocket sites are considerably too low to participate in allosteric inhibition.
The binding energy approach and hydrophobicity approach data suggest that PS1 is the
active site in AHL synthase.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Mining and Multiple Sequence Alignment to Find an AHL Synthase Gene in
Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough

The complete collection of acyl homoserine lactone synthase (AHL) genes and corre-
sponding protein sequences were retrieved from UniProtKB. “Acyl homoserine lactone
synthase” was searched as a query in the UniProt knowledgebase (UniProtKB) [59], and
all AHL synthases (including both experimental and computationally annotated) were
selected based on their gene ontology terms (molecular function (MF) and biological pro-
cess (BP)). All the proteins selected had MF and BP assigned as N-acyl homoserine lactone
synthase activity and quorum sensing, respectively. The amino acid sequences of all the
AHL synthases downloaded from UniProt were further sorted based on gene names using
a custom python script to remove duplicated proteins. A total of 111 different genes coding
for different AHL synthases from 5907 different bacteria were found.

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) using NCBI standalone BLAST was performed
to align all the AHL synthases (amino acid sequences) for conserved domain analysis.
The consensus sequence identified was then validated using InterPro Scan and Pfam
databases [60,61]. European Molecular Biology Open Software Suite (EMBOSS) Back-
transeq was used to reverse-translate the amino acid consensus sequence to nucleotide
sequence [62]. MSA was then used to align the reverse-translated consensus sequence
(nucleotides) to the DvH genome sequence (nucleotides). The open reading frame (ORF)
aligned region in DvH genome was established using ORF finder tool in NCBI. The work-
flow summarizing the steps of consensus sequence-based ORF identification is depicted in
Step 1 of Figure 7.
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To annotate the above identified ORF, the two contigs of DvH (taxonomy ID 882) were
downloaded from NCBI website (Accession No. CABHLV010000001.1 and CABHLV010000002.1).
These contigs were annotated using rapid annotation using subsystem technology (RAST
v2.0) online software [63], and the annotated genome protein sequences were downloaded.
MSA with the amino acid sequences was performed between the 111 AHL synthases sorted
in Step 1 and all the proteins (annotated and uncharacterized) from DvH using the DECI-
PHER package in R programming language [64]. DECIPHER resulted in the formation of
similarity matrix between the sorted and DvH genes. All the uncharacterized proteins in
DvH were then filtered based on amino acid sequence length between 170 and 225. This
sequence length was chosen since all the monomeric AHL synthase mined from UniProtKB
were between 170 to 225 amino acids in length. This resulted in a manageable uncharac-
terized protein set satisfying the criteria of protein sequence length as well as identity of
>20% [24]. This protein set was then reverse translated to their corresponding nucleotide
sequences (confined to bacterial genetic code of Escherichia coli to avoid codon biasness)
and aligned to the consensus sequence derived in Step 1 (Figure 7). The steps involving
annotation of DvH genome and mapping of consensus sequence to uncharacterized genes
are shown in Figure 7 (Step 2). The most probable AHL synthase in DvH that has the same
motif as in the 111 AHL synthase genes was obtained. The gene ID for this uncharacterized
protein was DVU_2486, and its UniProt Id was Q728W6.

3.2. Modelling of AHL Synthase in Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough

The modeling of AHL synthase structure (Q728W6) was performed using the homol-
ogy modeling technique using Modeler v10.2 [65]. The amino acid FASTA sequence of
the AHL synthase of DvH was retrieved from the UNIPROT database. The pdball.pir.gz
file containing sequences for all PDB structures was downloaded from modeler website
(https://salilab.org/modeller/supplemental.html (accessed on 26 February 2022)). The
PDB structures downloaded were compared against the query protein AHL synthase, to de-
termine the homology percentages. NCBI-BLASTP was also performed using BLOSUM62
substitution matrix and protein-specific iteration (PSI) algorithm to confirm and validate
the best homology template, with good query coverage [66]. The best PDB structure for
AHL synthase of DvH were used as a single template to model the protein. The best model
was selected out of 20 predicted models with the help of discrete optimized protein energy
(DOPE) score and GA341 score.

For the AHL synthase of DvH, the initial geometry of the best model was analyzed
using Modeller v10.2 by comparing and plotting the DOPE per residue score between
the template structure and the best model structure. The stereochemical properties of the
modeled structure of AHL synthase were further improved using the loop refinement
technique [67]. Loop refinement is used when the overall target structure deviates from the
template structure due to differences in amino acid sequence. The structural aspects that
originate due to these differences in sequences are optimized using an ab-initio structure
refinement approach [68]. Loop refinements were performed in Chimera v1.14 using
Modeller v10.2 loop optimization script with manually adjusted torsion angles. The steric
hindrance was minimized, and the geometry of the protein was improved through a large
set of trials with restraints, such as torsion angles, Lennard-jones potentials, CA-CB and
CA-CA bonds. The range of torsion angles (Phi, ϕ and Psi, ψ) between polypeptide chains
define the flexibility of the protein backbone and its ability to adopt a specific 3D fold.
Lennard–Jones potential governs the strength of interaction and repulsion between a pair
of atoms in the protein structure and gives the lowest free energy at which the protein is
stable. The final modeled and refined structure of AHL synthase was further subjected to
energy minimization using CHARM22_PROT and CHARM22_CHAR force-field algorithm
in VEGAZZ 2.0.8 and nanoscale molecular dynamics (NAMD) with 100 conjugate descent
steps (step size 0.01), and dielectric constant of 4.0 [69,70]. The Ramachandran statistics
for the modeled structure of AHL synthase was performed using MolProbity structure
validation web service software [71]. Stereochemical superimposition of the atoms between

https://salilab.org/modeller/supplemental.html
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the template protein and target protein was validated by the root mean square deviation
(RMSD) analysis using PYMOL (Schrödinger, New York, USA.).

3.3. Selection and Designing the Substrates of AHL Synthase

Substituted (oxo- and hydroxy-) and unsubstituted acyl classes (C4–C18) are the sub-
strates for AHL synthase. Depending on the acyl class specificity, acyl molecules are carried
by acpP to the AHL synthase, where it fuses with the homoserine lactone at the catalytic cen-
ter of the enzyme to synthesize acyl homoserine lactones [13]. The candidate acyl molecules
were chosen from published literature and were used as individual substrates, as shown in
the supplementary information (Table S5) [23,33,72–81]. The canonical SMILES for all the
substrates were downloaded from PubChem database, with CIDs listed in Table S5, and
the structures were modeled using the build editing tool in Chimera v1.14; the 2D chemical
structures are shown in Table S6. The energies of the intended substrates were minimized
using the minimize structure option (following CHARM36 force-field algorithm) with
1000 steepest descent steps and 100 conjugate gradient steps at a size of 0.02Å. The polar
hydrogen and Gasteiger–Marsih charges were added to all standard and non-standard
residues to count the optimized terminal charge [82]. The individual structures in PDB
format were then saved into a single PDB file using Open Babel v2.4.1 [83].

3.4. Interaction between the Substrates and Modelled AHL Synthase

PyRx v0.8 was used to screen the substrates by performing a docking analysis between
the protein model and the set of substrates using Vina v4.2 algorithm [51,84,85]. The
macromolecule (AHL synthase) and the ligand (substrate) structures were loaded in the
workspace and were converted into PDBQT files. The grid box dimensions for x, y, and
z coordinates were set at 40.77 Å, 48.20 Å, and 41.62 Å, respectively, so that the grid box
covers the entire protein. The exhaustiveness of the system that regulates the number of
independent runs, conformational flexibility of the ligands, and objective scoring function,
was set to 8. There were nine binding energies for each ligand–protein interaction that
were confined to nine possible conformers. The best conformer inter-action between the
ligand and the substrate was selected on the basis of highest negative binding energy and
minimum RMSD of the ligand.

3.5. Analysis of Hydropathy and Tunnels within the AHL Synthase of Desulfovibrio
vulgaris Hildenborough

The hydrophobicity index of the amino acid residues of the modeled structure was
analyzed using the Kyle and Doolittle algorithm in Discovery Studio (DS v20) [86]. The
values of the hydrophobicity were plotted using ggplot2 package in R programming
language, and the 5-Residue Moving Average Hydrophobicity curves were analyzed using
the hydrophobicity chart in DSv20 to confirm the hydrophobic pockets within the modeled
structure. The lengths of the tunnels and the depths of the cavities were determined using
Mole v2.5.17.4.24 [87]. The interacting amino acid residues were selected, and the tunnels
were evaluated by regulating the minimum bottleneck radius, pore, and length to 1.25 Å,
0 Å, and 0 Å, respectively. The cavities corresponding to each tunnel were found by setting
the probe radius, and minimum depth to 8 Å, and 5 Å, respectively.

3.6. Superimposition between the Known and Modelled AHL Synthase

The known crystallographic structures of AHL synthases were downloaded from
Protein Databank (PDB) and are listed in Table 2. The structures of AHL synthases are su-
perimposed on to the modeled AHL synthases using Chimera v1.14 and PYMOL v1.2r3pre
to infer the substrate specificity of the modeled AHL synthase and the corresponding
structural characteristics of its catalytic domain.
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Table 2. List of AHL synthases from different organisms considered during superimposition.

AHL Synthase Gene Organism Name PDB ID Resolution (Å) Crystallography Method References

EsaI Escherichia coli BL21 1KZF 1.80 X-ray diffraction [46]
MesI Mesorhizobium sp. ORS 3359 6WNS 1.93 X-ray diffraction [88]
LasI Escherichia coli 1RO5 2.30 X-ray diffraction [54]
TofI Burkholderia glumae 3P2F 2.30 X-ray diffraction [58]

4. Conclusions

This study used MSA, homology modeling, and docking to decode an AHL synthase
gene (DVU_2486) in DvH. The operon architecture of the AHL synthase remains unstudied
due to the unavailability of any known genes at the upstream and downstream regions of
this operon. The motif of DVU_2486 consists of one domain that codes for AHL synthase;
however, the leader sequence and the transcription nucleotide at the upstream of this gene
was not detected within the identified ORF region. The next step could be to validate the
function of the identified DvH AHL synthase by creating mutants e.g., AHL synthase gene
knockdown or site-directed mutagenesis of crucial amino acids present in the identified
active site in this study and test those for appropriate phenotypes. Finally, our approach
towards the identification of AHL synthase and location of active site could be applied
towards identification of other AHL synthase family members in other SRB.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/catal13020364/s1, Figure S1: Ramachandran plot depicting measurement
of backbone dihedral angles (φ, phi andψ, psi) in acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) synthase; Figure S2:
(a) The alignment of amino acids, and (b) superimposition, between the modeled AHL synthase and
the template (#6EDV); Figure S3: Superimposition between the predictive AlphaFold- (green) and
modeler- based (blue) structure of probable AHL synthase. Figure S4: The individual structures
of (a) modeled AHL synthase, (b) PDB# 1RO5, (c) PDB# 2P2F, (d) PDB# 6WNS, and (e) PDB#
1KZF. The superimposition between the modeled AHL synthase and (f) PDB# 1RO5, (g) PDB# 2P2F,
(h) PDB# 6WNS, and (i) PDB# 1KZF.; Figure S5: The actual and free radius variation with tunnel
distances in (a) PS2, and (b) PS3; Table S1: A brief description of the AHL genes mentioned in
Figure 2. Table S2: Stereochemical analysis of AHL synthase; Table S3: The statistical t-test between
the predictive AlphaFold- and modeler- based structure of probable AHL synthase. Table S4: The
detailed interactions between the modeled AHL synthase and the AHL substrates (Available as an
excel file); Table S5: Details of fatty acyl molecules and their respective AHL products in different
organisms reported in literature (Available as an excel file); Table S6: Candidate fatty acyl molecules
and their respective chemical structures used in this study.
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